
A Message of Parvat Sanjel, 

The Dipendra School  is  currently in  quite  complicated state and to  establish sound 
management within School has become a big challenge.

Unexpected and irresponsive leaving of Mrs. Gelal has affected the whole management 
of School. On the other side, because of collapsed (open) wall, children and adults from 
surroundings  are  easily  entering  School  in  off  school  days  and  creating  unsafe 
environment.

Moreover, School is currently facing plenty of following problems;

o Need a repairing of broken windows and doors

o Need a repairing of electricity and light 

o Need to pay a long outstanding bill of water and electricity

o Need to enhance the overall hygienic situation

o Need to facilitate of water adequacy 

o Need to improve the standard of education 

o Need to fulfill the additional requirement of teachers and coach

Within above problems and challenging situation, I  am standing now, but I  am quite 
confident that there is of course a solution of each problem as well  as possibilities. 
Hence, I believe, according to my understanding, I can stand on and able to fight with  
the challenging situation in School. 

However, I don’t say that I am 100% perfect, but at least, I will try my best to solve  
common problems, and insures to take school to the path of development.

I have presented some important points (planning) regarding the development of School  
and it will be implemented successively.

Administration

The most important body of School is administration. Proper and active administration 
always helps to develop School. Dipendra School needs an absolute transformation of  
administration which I have figured out as a core plan.



Relation with parents

Now days, the parents of children have very low attendance in School and are not much 
concerning  in  School’s  activities.  That’s  why  the  timely  parents  meet  program has 
almost stopped in School. Since this is a community School and its development is not 
possible without the participation of parents and community. 

I  have  clearly  understood  it  and  will  be  following  it  by  conducting  regular  monthly 
parents meeting.

Children’s data collection  

School is unknown about the actual condition of a large amount of children. School 
doesn’t  have any detail  record of children which can be very important  motivational  
information to the donor parties. 

Thus according to the plan, we are in next step collecting a maximum data of children 
by visiting their houses. Like; house condition, family condition, parent’s occupation,  
income/ wages, other physical property etc.

Preserving donor’s help

I have my full gratitude towards the donors of Stitchting along with Mr. Henk as without 
their support the School couldn’t have reached to this level.

My next step would be motivating the community and making them aware that  this  
School is not private but communal. It doesn’t belong to any single individual but to the 
whole  society  and  therefore,  the  development  will  only  take  effect  after  the  true 
dedication and participation of people connected with School. “Fokland” community still  
hasn’t heartily accepted that the School belongs to them and I will try my best to inspire 
them regarding this key matter.

Local fundraising and fundraising support to Stichting

I  will  keep continue the programs related to  local  fund raising  and acknowledge to 
provide whatever news, data, stories, incidents etc. according to the requirement.

Boundary wall in front of School

The major aim of the construction of boundary around the school playground wall is to  
minimize the dropout of students, safeguard school’s property and minimize the risk of  
encroachment of school’s land in future days.

At the time of action, I will give a full support to build it, which is very helpful to School in 
future days.



Importance to sports

Sport for children is very essential as it makes children healthy and wise every time. 

There are plenty of children in School who has special interest in different sports like;  
football, volley ball, cricket, indoor game etc. Firstly, I have planned to create boys and 
girls football team. The team can participate in school-wise football tournament where 
they can develop their skills in playing and on the other hand they can establish good 
relationship among the children of other Schools.

The jersey and football boot are another requirements for the School children after the 
formation of team.

Compulsory coaching classes 

For the revision of curriculum chapter, School is planning to give extra one hour class 
(From 3.30 – 4.30) after School hour to the children and is making it mandatory for all.  

Effort to quality education 

The  community  (most  of  the  parents)  of  Folkland  basti,  may  be;  because  of  bad 
impression or any other reason towards Dipendra School, are sending their children to 
“Jwaalamukhi” Secondary School, a government School, which is quite far from their 
location. 

I am incredibly serious and distressed by this issue. People are sending their children 
far to other School, even they have School close to them, which is not a good symbol. 

We are now lacking the teachers in School. Miss Sunita’s position was already filled by 
a qualified teacher. Mrs. Katuwal was selected as alternative teacher but still was not 
being able to pay. 

Thus to enhance the quality of education, trained and skilled teacher are merely needed 
in School right now.

Hygiene and meal program preference 

I  have  been  immensely  considered  about  the  situation  of  hygienic  environment  in 
School which is commonly necessary and I  have listed it  out on top priority.  I  have 
planned to execute the awareness programs and drama show especially regarding the 
particular issue in coming days. 

The meal program; its continuation is necessary for School. To make it more effective  
we will be operating it in advance manner and try to collect entire data and feedback  



about it. Meal management committee is already formed which is team wise operating 
and controlling all regarding meal program.

Finally, last time during an informal contact with you, Mr. Henk, I was unable to provide 
you detail of information. And it had of course disappointed you. Please don’t take it  
negatively and I actually didn’t ignore you. By the way your contribution has been highly 
appreciated by everybody.

In coming days; I will of course try my best to drive this School to success and won’t 
dissipate  the  effort  of  our  valuable  donors.  In  addition,  I  promise  to  supply  the 
information whatever required from SHC/ SCHDN.

I will try to activate above illustrated plans for its effective implementation.

I will keep update you and Mr. Saurav regarding every issues of Dipendra School in  
coming days.

Thank you
Yours sincerely,

Parvat Sanjel
Dipendra School
Fokland Basti, Dharan


